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a)  b)  c)   d) e)   At times in this piece, the boundaries of the slurs are unclear. One such example can be found in bar 10 (2nd beat) of the viola da gamba. The shortened spelling of the slurs could also be attributed to the lack of space, necessitating close placement of notes or low baselines near the bottom of the page. The most peculiar variations of slurring can be found in the harpsichord treble part. These are most likely related to pattern a. The articulation of the quadruple semiquaver groups in the viola da gamba part is based primarily on pattern b. In bars 10 and 11 the phrasing is slightly different and the slurs are obscured; the first beat is pattern e while the second beat is pattern c. While the slurring in each case was likely a hasty version of a, c cannot be entirely ruled out.7  MOVEMENT IV: ALLEGRO MODERATO Eppstein found no discrepancies in the autograph.  BWV 1028: SONATA NO. 2 The main sources consulted for the second sonata were the handwritten score, prepared in 1753; and the gamba part, originating approximately two years later.  Both were works by Christian Friedrich Penzel,8 a pupil at St Thomas’s in Liepzig. It is clear that Penzel afforded himself certain freedoms, as slurs, ornaments and similar markings are often omitted or added. 
                                                        7 Bach, NBA, Critical report of Hans Eppstein, 15. 8 Referred to as source A by Eppstein in the critical report. 
36  
MOVEMENT I: ADAGIO The main inconsistency in Penzel’s volatile and incomplete manuscript was the articulation of the figure consisting of a quaver followed by two semiquavers. The slur can either be read over the two semiquavers, or over all three notes of the figure. According to Eppstein, the latter reading is more likely and is therefore used in the edition. MOVEMENT II: ALLEGRO It is likely that all consulted sources concerning this movement are unanimous, as only bar 21 of the viola da gamba part has a discrepancy. All sources, aside from the Old Bach Gesamtausgabe (edited by Wilhelm Rust) have eight semiquavers in bar 21. Rust repeats this sequence every two bars (starting in bar 16), by using a quaver at the second half of the first beat and tying it to the first semiquaver of the second beat.    Rust’s version of bar 21        Eppstein’s version of bar 21 MOVEMENT III: ANDANTE As there were only a few phrasing and articulation markings found in movements I and II, there were not many opportunities for uncertainty. The same, however, cannot be said for movements III and IV in which Penzel’s sloppy and careless notation, has caused significant doubt. In the viola da gamba part, a number of inconsistencies were found in the articulation of the recurring five‐note pattern                                 . 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MOVEMENT:  BARS:  ARTICULATION: 7 (2nd beat)  First two semiquavers are slurred 9 (3rd beat)  Notes 1‐2 and 3‐4 are slurred 
Movement I 
20 (2nd beat)    Slurred to first note of 3rd beat 8, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 67  Slur on notes 1‐2, 3‐4 of the 2nd beat Movement II  79    Slur on notes 1‐2, 3‐4 of 1st beat 1, 7, 10 and 18  Slur on notes 2‐3 of 4th beat 2, 11 and 22  Slur on notes 2‐3 of 1st beat 3  Slur on notes 1‐2 of 1st beat 4  Slur on notes 2‐3 of 3rd beat 9  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 3rd beat 12  Slur on notes of 2nd beat 17  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 1st beat and 2‐6 of 3rd beat 21  Slur on notes 2‐7 of 1st beat and 2‐6 of 3rd beat  24  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 2nd beat and 1‐2, 3‐4 and 5‐6 of 3rd beat 
Movement III 
29  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 2nd beat 11 and 121  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 1st beat 24  Slur on notes 2‐4 of 2nd beat 99 and 103  Slur on notes 2‐5 and 8‐11 
Movement IV 
100, 102 and 104  Slur on notes 3‐4 and 5‐6 of 1st beat                          
42  
The Henle edition and NBA differ in bars 99‐104 of the last movement. The NBA rejects Penzel’s slurring of notes 2‐5 and 8‐11 in bar 101, while Henle retains it and adds it to bars 99 and 103.  There are a few instances in which the gamba part is placed an octave higher to accommodate the viola register.  These include bars 72‐75 in the Allegro (second movement); bars 1‐3 and bar 18 in the Andante (third movement); and bars 81‐92(1st beat), bar 95(2nd half)‐97(1st beat) and bar 106(2nd half)‐107 in the Allegro (final movement).  BWV 1029 For this sonata Heinemann consulted the same sources employed by Eppstein in the NBA when editing the Henle edition. MOVEMENT I: VIVACE The sections placed an octave higher occur in bars 9(2nd note)‐10(3rd note), bars 46(2nd note)‐47(9th note), bars 95(2nd note)‐97(1st note) and bars 107(2nd note)‐110. A note is made in the editorial commentary that the added articulation was only included if confirmed by at least one additional source. Slurs and other articulation markings that were added and that do not occur in the NBA are listed below. BARS:  ARTICULATION: 3‐5  Slur on notes 1‐3 13, 45    3rd beat: slur on notes 3‐5 25    Turn on 2nd beat 32    3rd beat: slur on notes 2‐5(not 2‐4) 33      1st and 3rd beats: like bar 32 52    4th beat: mordent instead of trill 76, 77    3rd beat: staccato dot on quaver               
43  
The final chord of the movement is changed from a triple‐stop to a double‐stop, thus making it easier to be play on the viola.            Other sources        Henle MOVEMENT III: ALLEGRO The sections placed an octave higher occur in bars 10(2nd note)‐19(1st beat), bars 44(2nd beat)‐61(1st beat) and the final bar. The additional and modified articulation markings are listed below. BARS:  ARTICULATION: 18    2nd beat: trill on dotted quaver  24‐27, 37‐43, 104‐107    1st and 2nd beats: slur on notes 1‐4(not 1‐6) 28    1st beat: no slurs 50    1st and 2nd beats: slur on notes 2‐4(not 2‐6) 51, 89  2nd beat: slur on notes 1‐3 (not 1‐6) 91    2nd beat: slur on notes 1‐2                       BREITKOPF & HÄRTEL, EDITED BY ERNST NAUMANN Naumann does not provide any editorial commentary in this publication. His edition includes a number of additions and modifications to slurs, ornaments, dynamics (nearly in every bar) and articulation. There are also a number of instances in which the viola part is placed an octave up, even if the original gamba manuscript is within viola range (e.g. the last eight bars in the Allegro ma 
non tanto‐ second movement of BWV 1027). Nearly every bar is edited, giving the work an untidy appearance overall. This extensive direction and instruction suggests that the edition may have been intended for students. The sections which follow provide a description of the changes and additions made to the NBA. 
44  
BWV 1027  MOVEMENT I: ADAGIO  All trills are followed by a slurred written‐out lower mordent. Naumann may have chosen to write these out for the purpose of performance practice. These occur in bars 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 19, 24 and 27.    Adagio bar 6: Naumann                Adagio bar 6: Neue Bach Ausgabe The appoggiaturas found in the opening theme (bars 2‐3), are added by Naumann in the recapitulation (bars 17‐18). It may not have been Bach’s intention that these be repeated. In most cases, added slurs are intended to ensure that the direction of the bow correlates to the strength of the beat. In bar 1, the first two semiquavers of beat 4 are slurred so that the upbeat to the next bar is played with an up‐bow.  In bar 3, the first two semiquavers of beat 2 are slurred in order for the proceeding separated semiquavers to start on a down‐bow. When a single semiquaver occurs in a sextuplet semiquaver group, without any articulation, Naumann slurs it with the preceding note. This occurs in bar 7(2nd beat) where the c sharp is slurred to the b natural, and in the 4th beat where the b natural is slurred to the a. Other instances are the 4th beat of bars 6, 8, 9, 20 and 24; the 2nd beat of bar 15; and the 1st and 3rd beat of bars 19 and 20.   Bar 1  Bar 3  Bar 7 
45  
Every note has some form of articulation or ornamentation, eg. tenuto, staccato, slur, trill, mordent, appoggiatura, or acciaccatura. The added dynamics correlate to the phrasing, with crescendos leading to the climax of the phrase and decrescendos going down the phrase. MOVEMENT II: ALLEGRO MA NON TANTO Where trills on quavers exist in the manuscript, Naumann replaces them with mordents. This may have been his attempt to take the player’s technical ability into consideration, as playing a full trill in a fast tempo may be challenging for most students. Examples of this modification are found in bars 6, 7, 19, 20, 60, 61, 65, 66, 79, 80, 97, 98, 107, and 108.      Bar 6: Eppstein          Bar 6: Naumann All trills, including those found in the first movement, have a mordent before resolving to the proceeding note (bars 15, 17, 29, 42, 51 and 83).   Bar 15: Eppstein          Bar 15: Naumann  All semiquavers are articulated with slurs or staccatos. The added slurs accommodate bow direction. The additional slurs ensure every bar lands on a down stroke. A common articulation occurs over two quadruplet semiquaver groups in which the first semiquaver is tied to the preceding group followed by 3 slurred semiquavers, and then four separated semiquavers (bars 25‐26, 53‐56, 104‐105).   Bar 25‐26: Eppstein            Bar 25‐26: Naumann 
46  
Passages in which it is necessary for the viola part to be placed up an octave occur in bars 18‐22(1st beat), bars 25‐28(1st beat) and bars 106‐113. There are three sections that are placed an octave higher despite their already being in a comfortable range for viola ‐ bars 32‐33(1st beat), bars 39‐42 and bars 78‐82(2nd beat). MOVEMENT III: ANDANTE  In this movement each group of 4 semiquavers is slurred, as opposed to the paired slurring found in the NBA. The quaver quadruplet (minor 3rd up‐minor 3rd down‐major 3rd down) always has a staccato on the first quaver and a slur over the last three quavers (bars 3, 4, 10 and 11).            Bar 3: Eppstein        Bar 3: Naumann The quaver quadruplet (minor 3rd up‐ tone down‐ minor 3rd up) is slurred in pairs (bars 5 and 7). The purpose of these additional slurs may have been to create a legato feel in the slow movement. Bars 12‐17 (1st beat) are marked up an octave. MOVEMENT IV: ALLEGRO MODERATO Displacement an octave higher occurs in bars 9‐20 (1st beat) and the upbeat to bars 90‐98 (1st beat). While this editorial change is not necessary to accommodate the range of the viola, it does show‐off the unique colour of the instrument when played in this register. As this is a faster, more dance‐like movement, Naumann adds more staccato markings. Crotchets are always marked with staccatos if not under a slur (bar 9 and 26‐29).  Common bowing sequences adopted by Naumann include:  a) a quaver quadruplet group with the first two staccato quavers slurred and the last two quavers separated (bars 34‐36 and 131‐133) and b) three slurred quavers followed by five separated staccato quavers (bars 17, 82, 99, 101‐2, 125, 137 and 139). 
47  




 Bar 21: Eppstein          Bar 21: Naumann/Rust Following the discovery of such discrepancies, a number of features shared by Rust and Naumann’s edition ‐ which do not occur in the NBA – were also noted.  Shared slurring by Rust and Naumann occur in bars 40 and 50. The second beat of bar 26 is an e; while in the NBA it is a c. The first‐time bar in bar 32 of Naumann differs from the NBA as it consists of a crotchet followed by a quaver rest and quaver up beat instead of a minim. In the NBA, the last semiquaver of bar 40 is a g, as opposed to the d that appears in Naumann’s edition. This modification may have been intended for better voice leading, as bar 40 in Naumann’s edition is raised an octave.     Bar 40: Eppstein          Bar 40: Naumann The last quaver of bar 79 and its resolution in bar 80 is placed an octave higher. This may have been intended to create a dramatic ending to the movement.  MOVEMENT III: ANDANTE In this movement, the ornaments in the Naumann edition differ from those in the NBA. The most common example is the trill.  In the Naumann edition, this is followed by a written lower mordent (bars 19 and 23 and throughout the sonatas), while the NBA does not include the mordent. Further, all the appoggiaturas in the Naumann edition are written as acciaccaturas (bars 4, 3, 12). When a mordent, acting as an up‐beat, is slurred to a note (bars 1, 7, 10, 12, 18), Naumann writes two grace‐note semiquavers slurred to the note. 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BAR:  EPPSTEIN  NAUMANN 1 
   4   (Appoggiatura)   (Acciaccatura) 19 




  (a) Bar 3            (b) Bar 2  The next two bowing variations (c) and (d) occur in a group of four semiquavers that do not move in a step‐wise pattern, but rather have leaps of intervals larger  than a third. These include a slur on the first two notes followed by two staccato notes              , found in bar 8(1st half), bar 23(1st half), bar 27(1st half) and bar 40; and paired slurring on notes 1‐2 and 3‐4               in bars 53‐55 (2nd half), bar 69(4th beat), bar 86(2nd half), bar 87(1st half), bars 75‐76(2nd half).    (c) Bar 8                 (d) Bar 54, beats 3‐4 The last bowing variation (e) of a group of four semiquavers occurs in bars 48 and 49 in which the first note is tied to the preceding note followed by a slur over the last three notes of the group             .   (e) Bar 49 There is one figure in which the bowing should be revised, as it may cause some technical difficulty to the performer.  This figure occurs in bars 32(3rd beat)‐33(1st and 3rd beats) and repeated in bars 84(1st and 3rd beats)‐85(first beat), and comprises six notes: a crotchet tied to a semiquaver followed by two demi‐semiquavers followed by two semiquavers. Notes 1 to 5 are under a slur and the sixth note is separated with a staccato dot. This figure is repeated three times in sequence over two bars. Bowing difficulties may incur with the separated staccato sixth note of the figure, as the bow will be at the tip after the 5‐note slur and it may be awkward to play a separated staccato at the tip. 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Similarities between Rust and Naumann occur in the following bars: BARS:  ARTICULATION: 2, 10, 36, 69, 74, 96  3rd Beat – Slurs Over Notes 1‐3 3, 4  Slur over notes 1‐4 and 5‐8 5    Slur over notes 1‐4, 5‐8, 9‐11 6  Slur over notes 1‐3 12, 45  3rd Beat – Slur Over Notes 1‐2 And 3‐5 4th Beat – Slur Over Notes 1‐3 41‐43    2nd Beat – Slur Over Notes 1‐4 9, 53‐55, 75‐77  4th Beat – Slur Over 1‐2 And 3‐4                           There are four instances in which mordents are used instead of trills: bar 12(3rd beat), bar 45(3rd beat), bar 58(last note) and bar 65(3rd beat).  Additional trills have been inserted into bars 23(last note – with written out mordent), bar 25(2nd beat), bar 44 and bar 66. A trill has been omitted from the last note of bar 102.  There are also two cases in which accidentals are different to the NBA. In this movement, the last note of bar 68 has a sharp (f sharp),16 the second is found in movement II (described below). MOVEMENT II: ADAGIO Compared to the NBA, Naumann uses a contrasting approach to bowing articulation in the slow movements.  For example, his slurs are extended and lengthened. In instances in the NBA in which minim beats are slurred, Naumann extends the slur over two minim beats (bars 5‐6). This may cause some technical difficulty, as the performer may run out of bow. The second note in bar 29 is a b instead of the g that is present in the NBA.17  
                                                        16 The F sharp can be found in the transcripts of: Christian Friedrich Penzel (source A: NBA critical report) and the Old Bach Gesamtausgabe by Wilhelm Rust (source [G]: NBA critical report). 17 The b can be found in the Old Bach Gesamtausgabe by Rust. 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MOVEMENT III: ALLEGRO The borrowed markings from Rust’s Old Bach Edition are as followers. MARKINGS:  BARS:  ARTICULATION: 4, 12, 80, 94  Slur over notes 5‐8    19, 45, 47  Slur over notes 2‐3       21    Slur over notes 3‐4 23  Slur over notes 4‐9 46, 48, 49  Slur over notes 1‐4, 5‐6 66  Slur over notes 7‐8 72  Slur up to and including the first note of bar 73 91  Slur over note 6‐7 
Slurring         
108  Slur over notes 2‐6 28, 30, 55  Staccato dot on the 7th note Articulation   55, 56  Staccato dot on the 1st note Ornaments   86, 87   Two step‐wise grace‐notes before the 3rd note (instead of a mordent) Different Note  58   1st note is a G not and C      The octave displacements occur in bars 10‐27, 44(2nd half)‐61(1st half), 67(3rd note)‐74(1st note), 94‐95(1st note) and 111.  TECHNIQUES OF TRANSCRIBING FOR VIOLA Certain techniques were required when transcribing the Sonatas for viola. These included transposing to a more appropriate register and rearranging chords to suit the viola; and adding or changing slurs for practical convenience (as already discussed under SECTION HEADER, above). 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Bars 10‐27, 44(2nd half)‐61(1st half), 67(3rd note)‐74(1st note), 94‐95(1st note) and bar 111.    Table 2: The rearrangement of chords:   NBA  Barënreiter  Henle  Breitkopf BWV 1028 Movement II: Final chord  D, Fsharp, A, D  D, Fsharp, A, D  Fsharp, A, D  D, A, Fsharp, D18 Movement III: Final chord  D, Fsharp, B  B  B  B Movement IV: Final chord  D, Fsharp, A, D  D, D  D  D BWV 1029 Movement I: Final chord  G, D, G  G, G  G, G  G,G Movement III: bar 44(1st beat) 
F, A, C, F  F, A  F, A  F, A 























































Henle adds a number of tucked down‐bows, another technique uncharacteristic of the Baroque style, during which up‐bows were more often tucked. Henle’s tucked down‐bows can be found in the following bars: BARS:  TUCKED DOWN‐BOWS: (HENLE) 6  Second semiquaver of beat 4 7  Second semiquaver of beat 2 and beat 4 8  Second semiquaver of beat 4 10  Second crotchet of beat 4 19  Second semiquaver of beat 1 20  Second semiquaver of beat and beat 3 23  Second quaver of beat 2 24  Second semiquaver of beat 4  In all the above cases, an up‐bow is recommended.  Further, the use of double up‐bows is advised in the following bars:  BARS:  DOUBLE UP‐BOWS: (REVISED) 10  Last quaver beat slurred 15  Last semiquaver pair in beat 4 16  Last semiquaver pair in beat 3  Additional alternatives to Henle’s bow direction include:    BARS:  REVISED BOWING: 18  In place of an up‐bow on the first quaver of the last beat, a down‐bow is advised to avoid accenting the previous crotchet.  The harmony remains the same within the beat and it is generally not advisable to place an accented down‐bow midway in the beat (Tarling. 2001:94). 23  The use of a down‐bow (rather than an up bow) on beat 3 is advised as the note falls on a strong beat of the bar. A double up‐bow is then necessary for the up beat to bar 24.   FINGERING BAR:  HENLE:  REVISED: 2    4th finger on the last note of the bar to avoid string crossing under the slur 4  2nd finger in third position  Open A string on dotted semibreve 6    Open A on second quaver of beat 2, open D on beat 3, 2nd finger on C sharp for convenience of the trill 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 Second position: fifth semiquaver of beat 2 to first quaver of beat 3 7  Third position on the last quaver of beat 4 to the last quaver of beat 1 in bar 8  It is advised that first position is maintained 18, 19  Henle suggests shifting to second position on the first crotchet of bar 18 before moving to third position on the beat 2 of bar 19. 
Staying in first position is recommended 
20    Remain in first position for beat 1, move to second position on the third semiquaver of beat 3 to avoid the string crossing under the slur, and prepare for the trill in beat 4 24    Second position on the first two semiquavers of beat 2, open G on the third semiquaver of beat 2  USE OF DOTS In this sonata, the dot has three different functions: 1) it may be associated with a specific motivic figure; 2) it may serve to lighten the ends of small note groups or small‐group phrases; and 3) it may complement slurred patterns (Butt. 1990:162).  An example of function (1) is evident in bar 1 of the first movement (Adagio), in which the second and third quavers of the bar are dotted. Whenever this theme recurs, the dots are present. A similar example occurs in the main theme of the second movement, in which two semiquavers and a quaver (with a dot) are present. These semiquavers should be accented with the quaver played more lightly. The second function of the dot occurs at the end of bar 3 in the first movement. The last quaver has a dot, thus preventing an accent and allowing the player enough time to cross to the A string. The dot’s third function is evident in the second movement in bars 30‐32, in which three quavers are under a slur and the fourth quaver is separated with a dot. According to Butt, this type of figure is an integral element of the rhythm and melody (Butt. 1990:163). 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MOVEMENT II: ALLEGRO MA NON TANTO BOWING In Butt’s opinion, only minimal adjustment to the bowing directions is required in this movement. If played as is ‐ starting down on the first quaver ‐ the semiquaver string passage in bar 12 is “comfortable”, with an up‐bow in the melody note (the first note of each pair). In the case of the viola, in which the down‐bow is the stronger stroke, the opposite bowing would need to be executed. It seems that Bach paid particular attention to the articulation markings in his sonatas, always bearing in mind the instrument for which he was composing (Butt. 1990:160).  A double down‐bow is recommended in the opening theme and should be used throughout the movement, even when it is displaced in the bar. Other instances in which the double down‐bow should be used include: BARS:  DOUBLE DOWN‐BOWS: (REVISED) 90‐92  The semiquaver after the tied dotted crotchet 100‐101  Down bow on the quaver of beat 1 and doubled on the following semiquaver  Again, Henle’s use of the tucked down‐bow is unnecessary – up‐bows should be utilised instead as follows:  BARS:  UP‐BOWS: (REVISED) 13  Last semiquaver of beat 3 15  Second semiquaver of beat 1 29  Second semiquaver of beat 1 32  Last semiquaver of beat 3 47  Second semiquaver of beat 2 57  All semiquaver after the tie should be played up bow 63  Last semiquaver of beat 2 83  Second semiquaver of beat 1 112  Last semiquaver of beat 2    BAR:  ADDITIONAL: (REVISED) 37  Henle marks the last quaver П. It is advisable to play it up, thus resulting in a down‐bow on the descending slurred semiquavers 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on beat 2 and 3. This down‐bow will create a natural diminuendo on the descending line.  FINGERING First position should be maintained for most of the movement. Open strings should be used when they stand on their own. BARS:  OPEN STRINGS: (REVISED) 9  Beat 3 14  Whole bar  If alternative fingering is required, the player should shift to the closest possible position. This is necessary in bars 29, 32 and 61, in which the trill should be played in second position. Creeping is advised in bars 65 and 66, ie. shifting to second position on the last beat of bar 65 and third position on the beat 1 of bar 65. To create more resonance, the use of open strings is recommended in bars 85 and 86.  MOVEMENT III: ANDANTE BOWING Most of the movement consists of two‐ and four‐note slurs. During the eighteenth century, the slur was regarded as a diminuendo, with the second note under the slur being played more softly than the first (Tarling. 2001:142). In this movement, the slur emphasises the phrasing ‐ leaning on the first note and fading on the second. Shifting and string‐crossing should be avoided under the slur so as not to break the sound.  Recommended modifications to Henle’s bowings are as follows:  BARS:   7  Henle suggests a second up‐bow on beat 2 and doubles the down on the semiquaver of beat 3. For practical purposes, this bowing is far too complicated.  Thus, it is preferable to play the bar ‘as it comes’, tucking the first semiquaver up. 12  Henle tucks the semiquaver of beat 3 down.  Again, this bar should instead be played ‘as it comes.’ 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FINGERING Shifting and string‐crossing under the slur should be avoided.  BARS:  FINGERING: (REVISED) 2  4th finger on a in the second and fourth semiquaver pair 3  Beat 3: first pair of semiquavers in half position, second pair in second position Beat 4: play in third position (creeping method)  In some cases, it may be increasingly difficult to avoid shifts and string crossings under the slur. In these instances (eg. bars 6, 4, 11), the lowest possible position possible should be maintained.  MOVEMENT IV: ALLEGRO MODERATO BOWING In this movement, the use of double down‐bows is recommended to avoid awkward up‐bows in quaver passages. The bars consisting of a crotchet, four quavers and a crotchet should be played with the following bowing:  
П ПⅤПⅤ П│П The space between the double down bows creates a lightness and lift, thus aiding the “spirit” of the fast movement. All dotted crotchets should be played down, followed by an up‐bow on the quaver – no tucked down‐bows should be used on the quaver after these dotted crotchets. FINGERING The same fingering rules applied to the preceding movements may be used here. The trills should be played in the lowest possible position (mostly second position) in bars 10, 25, 48 and 65. Whenever possible, open strings should be played, particularly when these notes are standing alone, eg. bar 9 (beat 3) and bar 48 (beat 1). Third position should be avoided, except to prevent a string crossing under a slur, as is the case in bar 112. 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FIRST‐HAND EXPERIENCE As part of my program, I attended a HIP course at the South African College of Music, coordinated by Professor Rebekka Sandmeier. The course was an introduction to HIP, providing a link between the academic and practical aspects of music. As a performer I found this course extremely beneficial with regards to arriving to an informed way of interpreting music. We were shown how to use period evidence such as music (manuscripts and early prints) and its editions, treatises on music theory and performance as well as the instruments and instrumentation.  The practical aspect of the course involved receiving lessons by Antoinette Lohmann on the baroque version of one’s instrument. This was extremely challenging for me, as I had never played a baroque viola. I soon discovered I had to abandon all I knew about playing the viola in order to successfully learn the basics of sound production and bow articulation on the baroque viola. Because the pre‐Tourte bow is considerably lighter than the Tourte bow, it is necessary to play with a lower elbow to create more weight and ultimately more bite in articulation on the gut strings. As well as being lighter, the pre‐Tourte bow is also shorter, so one has to compensate by using less bow. Its concave shape also makes playing in the lower half easier to control compared to the middle and upper‐half of the bow. Holding the instrument is also a challenge as there is no chin rest or shoulder rest for added support. This makes arm vibrato nearly impossible limiting me to hand and finger vibrato. I also avoided shifting and used mostly first and second position.  The final presentation required me to play an early piece of music in a more historically informed way on the baroque instrument we had received lessons on. Of course I chose Bach’s viola da gamba sonata BWV 1027, transcribed for viola. Since my thesis is aimed at arriving to a more informed way of playing this sonata on a modern viola, I decided to treat my presentation as an experiment with the same objective. The experiment involved playing the sonata on the Baroque viola with a pre‐Tourte bow and harpsichord accompaniment using the techniques I had received from the lessons; playing the sonata on the modern viola with Tourte bow and piano accompaniment disregarding HIP; and finally 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playing the sonata on the modern viola with Tourte bow with harpsichord in a more informed way.  I found it extremely difficult to perform this sonata ignoring the knowledge I had acquired during the course. I tried to perform it in a more Romantic way using legato strokes and continuous vibrato. It felt very uncomfortable, as it did not suit the style of music.  With a better understanding of playing the sonata on the baroque viola I was better equipped to play in a more informed way on my modern viola. Some of these adaptations include playing with a lighter touch, playing with more separate (non legato) bow strokes especially in the faster passages, using less bow and vibrato, and staying predominantly in first and second position. 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